Abstract. In this paper issues for fractal analysis of short time series which reflect information flows have been observed. With methods of fractal Brawn motion short time series with fixed Hurst-exponent have been modeled. The comparative analysis of the accuracy and statistical characteristics of different methods of Hurst-exponent estimation has been made. Method of "sliding window" of Hurst-exponent for estimation of changes in information flows was proposed. Information flow which reflects social activity "Demonstrations" was researched by this method. Results shows that "sliding window" for Hurst-exponent can be used for estimation of changes in structure and behavior of information flows. Keywords: dynamics of fractal characteristics, information flow, information science.
Introduction
Development of the mechanisms for signaling changes in information flow structure and behavior is one of the major tasks in information flows research. In previous work author with help of R/S-analysis prove presence of long memory effect and hidden cycles in information flows which related to social activity in Ukraine. Also methods for research of behavior characteristics of information flows were provided (Baranovskyi, Kachinskyi and Dobrovolskyi, 2012; .
In research of information flows the minimum accuracy can be accepted just in level of one day. In this case every point of time series determines a count or density of thematic publications in one day. Thereby, duration of researched periods can't be more than 700 measurements (two years). These time series are shortlength. Despite to big amount of publications with practical fractal analysis methods, universal method for estimation of fractal characteristics of time series is absent.
In different sources fractal analysis of information flows is a just Hurst-exponent estimation, which can just show the level of long-memory effect and can't be used as indicator. But changes in Hurst-exponent or duration of hidden cycles can be used as indicators of changes in structure or behavior of information flow.
Information flow "Demonstration s", which reflects social activity of Ukrainians during from January 2010 till April 2014, was selected as object of research according to it topicality. Tasks of the work were research of applicability of different methods of fractal analysis for nonstationary short series and development of the method for analysis of Hurst exponent dynamic for monitoring information systems.
Method
Time series with the specified value of Hurst exponent were simulated for fractal analysis method testing. Methods of the fractal Brownian motion simulation are presented in (Voss, 1985; Sellan, 1995) . In this paper method of Sellan-Mayer was used according to it accuracy and offsets. Hurst exponent were from 0.5 to 1. Lengths of the series were from 250 to 1000.
For each theoretical Hurst exponent value were calculated the estimations and investigated it statistical characteristics. Comparative analysis of assessment methods was made by the following characteristics:
-average value for the output estimations;
-standard deviation for the output estimations.
In this work were used: Rescaled range method (R/S), Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA), Waveletbased estimation (WV) and Variance-time analysis (VT) (Kantelhardt et al., 2001; Mandelbrot and Taqqu, 1979; Shelukhin, Tenyakshev and Osin, 2003; Kirichenko and Deyneko, 2011) . R/S-analysis based of fact, that for random process with long-term dependence for big values of 
2. The resulting series are aggregated on the minimum level of aggregation T ∆ . There are series with m Steps for Hurst exponent estimation: 1. Transformation from X(t) to series with nulled mean:
Transformation from
3. Calculated cumulated series Haar-wavelet and Daubechies-wavelet with level 4 were used. In case of Daubechies wavelet estimations hasn't shift. In case of Haar-wavelet estimations a small shift was founded. Table 1 shows the values of standard deviations of the Hurst exponent obtained for series of 700 values. For each series generated by fractal Brownian motion fixed time of Hurst exponent estimation by proposed methods. Time costs were normalized according to its dependence from hardware and software experiment conditions.
Results show that method of WV-analysis is fastest. With increase of series length time of estimations of all methods increased. Figure 1 shows the change in the calculation time for different methods depending on the length of a time series. DFA method calculation time increases with the length of the implementation increases dramatically.
Fig. 1. Dynamic of time costs according to series length
WV-analysis is fastest and has a smaller shift for short series, but it cannot be used in automated systems according to requirement of previous analysis and selection of basic wavelet. DFA-analysis has an exponential growth of time cost with increase of series length. VT-analysis has non-stationary estimation shift for short series. In this time R/S-analysis has increase of stationary shift with growth of Hurst exponent that can be taken into account during the estimation.
As already noted, the point estimate of the Hurst exponent allows confirm or deny the presence of long memory effect or self-similarity. But detection of changes in the behavior of processes or its structure is more important. One of the most common approaches in the detection of changes in structure of the process is a "sliding window" method.
The object of research was selected information flow "Demonstrations", which covered the period from 01.01.2010 to 01.04.2014. Series has 1550 dimensions; each of it is smoothed count of themes publications fixed in one day. Figure 2 shows the original series, which are clearly visible "bright" processes, such as: EuroMaydan and TaxMaidan.
Fig. 2. "Demostrations" series
The "sliding window" method was used with size of the "window" in 200,300,400,500 points. Figure 3 represents dynamic of Hurst exponent estimation resulted by R/S-analysis.
Visual analysis provide possibility to conclude that for all size of 'sliding window' with approaching to 800 point Hurst-exponent decrease and has values near 0.5. It means that process became random. It can be concluded that from February-March 2012 till August-September 2012 information flow "Demonstration" was maximum random, but from September 2012 became more persistent and self-similar. This fact can be explained by external periodic influence. One of the maximum points corresponds with EuroMaidan events. Fig. 3 . Dynamic of Hurst-exponent for: 1) 200 2) 300 3) 400 4) 500 points
Discussion
The comparative analysis of different methods of the Hurst exponent estimation was made. Results show shifts in estimations. For each method shift depends of real level of self-similarity and length of the series. DFA-analysis and WV-analysis has smallest shifts. Standard deviations depends of the method was chosen and decrease with increase of series length. WV-analysis has minimal standard deviations.
The comparative estimation of speed and shifts of methods of fractal analysis shows that R/S-analysis provide possibility to estimate Hurst-exponent in closable time with satisfied shifts without preliminary series research and can be used in different technical and information systems in real time for critical process analysis.
The method of "sliding window" for Hurst-exponent dynamic analysis for time series of information flow was proposed. Results of application of this method for information flow "Demonstrations" shows that this method can detect changes in behavior and structure of information flow. According to this fact, it can be used in automated information monitoring systems.
